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ABOUT WEBSITE MAGAZINE
Serving the Masters of the Web
Over the past 10 years, Website Magazine’s concentration on providing news, insights and expert guidance on ‘Net success has driven the publication to become one of the most valuable
and most trusted resources available on the business of developing, operating and promoting
a digital presence.
When companies need to reach and communicate with marketing, design and business
decision-makers, Website Magazine provides the platform and opportunities to do just that
with a variety of competitive advertising solutions designed for enterprises large and small
seeking to align their brands with topics of interests to today’s masters of the Web.
Our mission, as it has been since our 2006 inception, is to be a useful resource for our audience of ‘Net professionals and the businesses that drive their success. Partner with Website
Magazine in 2017 to gain access and exposure to your prospective audience as well as drive
greater and more positive results for your enterprise.

+ Review Website Magazine’s Media Kit to Discover…
- Advertising Programs
- Editorial Opportunities
- Audience Demographics

999 E. Touhy Ave. Suite 590 | Des Plaines, IL 60018 | 800.817.1518
CONTACT: BRIAN WALLACE | Ext. 6942
brian@websitemagazine.com
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COMMUNITY @ WEBSITE MAGAZINE
CLIENTS

READERS
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR | 2017
Website Magazine publishes 12 print and digital issues each year, each with
an in-depth feature story and numerous other content articles covering a
range of topics, techniques and trends important to ‘Net professionals in
a variety of specializations including e-commerce, search marketing, digital advertising, design/development, analytics, software, social media,
email and much more. Take a look below at what’s coming up in 2017.
Need more information or want to pitch Website Magazine editors
for possible inclusion in one of the upcoming articles? Contact our staff at
editors@websitemagazine.com.
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Feature

E-Commerce
Express

Mastering Search

Design & Development Digest

Enterprise
Ready

JANUARY

Digital Planning for
the Future

Choosing an
E-Commerce Platform

Local SEO Strategies

CRO for Designers

Digital Community
Building

FEBRUARY

Website Operations
in Focus

The Art & Science of
Omnichannel

Goal-Based SEM in
Focus

Need to Know CSS

Content Marketing

Get Started with

Influencer Marketing for
Web Retailers

Basic Link Building

Popular Web Tools for
Designers

AI in the Enterprise

APRIL

The Shifting UX
Landscape

Performance Marketing
Audits

Intermediate Link
Building

Popular Frameworks
in Focus

Fostering
Collaboration

MAY

SEO Principles

Hacking & Fraud
Protection

Advanced Link Building

Website Migration
Fundamentals

Sales Strategies
to Emulate

JUNE

Email Processes &
Protocols

Elevating the Customer
Experience

Mid-Year SEO Trends

Design in the
Responsive Age

Blogging for Profit

JULY

Automating Web
Customer Service

Price Intelligence Tactics

Content Syndication

Simple Steps to
Great UX

Accessible Analytics

AUGUST

Content Marketing
Hacks

Seasonal Readiness
Guide

International SEO

Design for the Buyer’s
Journey

PPC Meets PR

SEPTEMBER

Making Dynamic
Social Media Plans

Product Feed
Optimization

App Store Optimization

Driving SEO
Performance

Business
Intelligence

In Pursuit of ‘Net
Engagement

Holiday Shopping
Expectations

Maximizing Mobile
Search

Radical Creativity

Competitive
Analysis

NOVMEBER

Web Analytics
Everywhere

Merchandising
Strategies

Data-Driven Content
for SEO

Customer-Centric
Design Processes

Building a More
Profitable Business

DECEMBER

The Community
Issue

Last-Minute Emails for
Online Retailers

Ranking Factor
Forecast

Web Design Trends
for 2018

Rethinking the
Meeting

MARCH Programmatic & RTB

OCTOBER
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ADVERTISING @ WEBSITE MAGAZINE
Website Magazine offers a variety of advertising and promotional opportunities to help brands
raise awareness and attract new business. Take advantage of one of the Web’s leading communities of digital professionals and position your company to drive positive business performance.
Whatever your strategy, preferred format/channel or budget, let Website Magazine help you design and develop an advertising program that works.
Call a Website Magazine sales and business development representative now for program
details, rate cards and to discuss the development of custom campaigns.

PERFORMANCE MARKETING
Drive New Business with WM’s
Lead Generation Offerings

Educate potential buyers and generate prequalified sales leads for your enterprise simultaneously by leveraging creative and information
assets (whitepapers, case studies, infographics, videos) and promoting them through
Website Magazine’s Resource Center. Performance marketing programs at Website
Magazine operate on a cost-per-lead basis,
multi-channel promotion (email, social and print)
to our audience, and custom targeting and filtering questions are available to deliver cost-effective results. Choose
from two distinct pay-for-performance programs to control the flow of leads when promoting your asset.

EXPLORE WEBSITE MAGAZINE’S INTEGRATED OFFERINGS ON THE NEXT PAGE!
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ADVERTISING @ WEBSITE MAGAZINE
INTEGRATED OFFERINGS
Raise Awareness & Drive Engagement with WM’s Custom Campaigns
Select a combination of programs to amplify your marketing message and drive new business.

PRINT: Deliver your message to subscribers of Website Magazine’s print edition. Various print ad formats are available including
full- and half-page ads, and within premium positions including
the back cover.
Custom ad programs including cover wraps and cover tips are also
available in 2017 – ask your sales and business development representative for information on Website Magazine’s Issue Sponsorships.

WEBINARS:

Establish your brand as a thought leader and attract new
sales leads by hosting a webinar in conjunction with Website Magazine.
Showcase your knowledge and products and generate a qualified list of prospects from the attendees while Website Magazine handles the technical and
promotional aspects of hosting and presenting the webinar.

DISPLAY:

Get noticed by the Website Magazine community of ‘Net professionals with display
(banner) advertising and take advantage of new and repeat traffic to WebsiteMagazine.com.
Support for a variety of IAB-approved formats is available and numerous other creative formats
including dynamic overlays, peel-backs and more.

EMAIL: Develop a custom sales or marketing message and deliver it in the most effective digital channel – email. Segment the
Website Magazine audience based on your own criteria and target digital professionals who will be responsive to your message.

NATIVE & ADVERTORIALS:
Reach qualified professionals “in-stream” at WebsiteMagazine.com
and in the print edition as our qualified audience seeks new opportunities and guidance to the challenges they face. Establish your
brand as the expert within the Website Magazine community and
deliver content natively online, in print or both.
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AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS
Website Magazine provides advertisers with access to more qualified Web professionals than any
other Internet industry publication. Combine our qualified audience and your preferred marketing
formats to meet your goals and objectives and to drive immediate and long-term results. Website
Magazine attracts a variety of Web professionals (e-commerce merchants, information publishers, service providers) interested in a variety of topics including digital marketing and advertising,
design and development, analytics, software, ‘Net technology and more.

Audience by Title

Companies by Size

What category does your title best fall under?

How many people work for your company?

Other

Web,Online &
Interactive
Mgmt.

Executive
Mgmt.

9%

1-10

24%

16%

50%

12%
Marketing &
Sales Mgmt.

100+

55%

6%

50-100

16%

13%
10-50
General
Mgmt.

Acquiring Website Magazine Content
What is your favorite way of reading Website Magazine?
Print - 60%

Primary Function of Company

Online - 18%

Provide information
entertainment
or education

18%
Provide
services NOT
related to
the Web

Digital - 18%

29%

Sell,
manufacture,
or distribute
products

14%

Email - 6%

Decision-Makers
Do you directly influence the purchasing of technology
and/or services for your company?
Yes - 82%

39%

No - 18%

B2B or B2C
Provide Web
related services

Does your company primarily sell to Businesses or Consumers?
B2B - 51%
B2C - 49%

+Contact your business development manager today!
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